Introduction to the Grassroots Ecology nursery

Pot washing station
STOP! BEFORE ENTERING...

Clean feet with ALCOHOL for HOT WEATHER:

1) Use mat and/or foot scrubber to clean debris from boots
2) Step onto the rubber mat
3) Thoroughly spray each sole of shoe with 70% or higher isopropyl alcohol, making sure to SOAK the sole completely

Clean feet with FOOTBATH for COOL WEATHER:

1) Use mat and/or foot scrubber to clean debris from boots
2) Uncover footbath if lid is on
3) Step into footbath, making sure that entire soul of shoe is in contact with solution for 1 min
Clean house
elevated grow tables

all hoses and wands kept off the ground
Procedures and protocols; propagation area
CNPS nursery: introduction to the site (above) and new metal grow tables with mother plants (below)